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Preface 
 

 

This report has been compiled by UTHS Directorate of R.D.S.O. 

after deliberations with all the concerned Directorates viz., Bridges 

& Structures, Carriage, Electric Loco, Geo-Tech Engg., Signal, 

Telecom, Track Design, Track Machine & Monitoring, Testing, 

Traction Installation and UTHS. Being a subject generally 

untouched so far and no experience in, barring some literature 

survey and negligible exposure to train operations at speeds above 

160 km/h, these deliberations were held with the limited help of 

information and insight gained by UTHS Directorate during the 

course of their involvement in Feasibility Studies of Semi-High 

Speed and Dedicated High Speed Corridors on different routes in 

India over the last 5-6 years by the world-renowned international 

experts in the field of High Speed Rail Operations viz., Systra, Mott 

MacDonald, Prointec, Ineco, Ayesa and JICA etc..  

 

 Different studies and trials got conducted by the concerned 

Directorates of RDSO on specific activities like 2X25kV OHE, 

design of BLT, Hotel Load Windings, wider and heavier sleepers 

etc. and international standards related with different sub-systems 

and some information and learning gained by way of extremely little 

exposure to High Speed Operations by RDSO team - have also been 

used as base reference, while deliberating upon and deciding the 

required specification for the project. Substantial part of the 

specification suggested, as also the costs and quantum of work 

involved, has been taken primarily based on the latest finished 

Feasibility Study of Mumbai-Kota-Delhi and Mumbai-Ahmedabad 

Semi-HS corridor by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, 

Government of Japan from 2011 to 2013.  

 

This report is the property of RDSO and is meant essentially for 

official use. It may not be loaned, reproduced in part or full, or 

quoted as an authority without the permission of Director General, 

RDSO. 
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Presumptions & Underlying Assumptions made during the Preparation 

of this Report 
 

1. First and foremost presumption as also essential requirement for construction, 

operation and maintenance of a world class Semi-High Speed Rail corridor, more so, 

the corridor being the first in India, is - paradigm shift in approach to all the 

activities, right from the stage of taking the  decision to go ahead with such a project, 

to planning, execution, operation and maintenance. 

 

2. Maximum Axle load on the selected corridor – 22.9t at maximum speed of 100 km/h.  

 

3. Major reduction in goods traffic on such corridors after commissioning of DFCs – for 

the sake not only of minimization of speed differential between the fastest and the 

slowest trains on a section with costly infrastructure, but also of ensuring 

maintainability, reliability and safety of the sub-systems at par with international 

standards. 

 

4. Absolute discipline in maintenance blocks for all the sub-systems, fixed as well as 

rolling stocks 

 

5. On-line monitoring of all the sub-systems – on-board diagnostics, road side 

diagnostics, predictive maintenance, minimisation of human element in monitoring 

and maintenance. 

 

6. Willingness to accept a fair degree of disruption to the normal traffic during 

construction phase – after all, we intend to upgrade a predominantly 130 km/h route 

(NDLS-KTT-BCT) to 200 km/h ! 

 

7. Revision of policy instructions, which have been coming in the way of faster adoption 

of latest developments in different sub-systems, e.g. Policy Circular 6. 

 

8. Adoption of the International best practices on homologation of rolling stocks. 

 

9. Tests with Instrumented Measuring Wheels (IMW) to - assess suitability of rolling 

stocks, esp. LHB coaches and WAP5 locos, bridges for Loco hauled train-sets as also 

for EMU train-sets and to study the effect of operation of such rolling stocks at 200 

km/h on various track components. 

 

10.  Due to heavy capital costs, opportunity costs involved in execution of a project on a 

working transportation network without compromise with safety, minimum 

requirements levels of sub-systems have been listed in this report but these minimum 

requirements are primarily to help us start the project in a phased manner, not to aim 

only for the minimum requirements. 

 

11.  Having developed in-house solution for 200km/h in coaches and locomotive and 

considering the fact that train cost will be humongous if we plan only to induct EMU 

type train-sets at a very rapid pace, it is considered prudent to opt for a judicious mix 

of in-house, composite and imported technology with the balance gradually shifting 

towards the EMU train sets.  
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1.0 Introduction: 

 

RDSO had made a presentation to Hon’ble Minister for Railways on 14
th
 January 

2015, in which it had suggested an action plan to raise speeds of trains on IR 

network. The suggested action plan was divided into Immediate, Short–term, 

Medium term and Long term actionable points. In parallel, RDSO has been 

working on designing and getting built Locomotive and coaches suitable for 200 

km/h. 

 

 Chairman Railway Board has asked RDSO vide Board’s letter no. 

2017/Mobility/2/1 dated 11.09.2017 to develop specification for 200 km/h train 

operation on the lines of its report on 160 km/h train Operation, viz., CT-20 Rev-2.  

 

Hon’ble Minister of Railways, while reviewing RDSO activities on 12.09.2017, 

directed RDSO to frame technical specifications for running trains at 200 km/h by 

7
th
 October 2017. 

 

This report, therefore, has been prepared with specific inputs for Mumbai-Kota-

Delhi corridor though the specifications prescribed will be applicable to all the 

sections over Indian Railways. Efforts have been made to assess, in whatever 

possible detail and accuracy – expenditure involved in raising speeds to 200 km/h 

on this corridor.  

 

As in-house rolling stocks – TEJAS coaches and WAP5 locos have been developed 

pending their homologation, this fact has been kept in mind while framing the 

specifications for the fixed infrastructure.  

 

 

*** 
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2.0 Rolling stock 

 

Options considered for speeds above 160 to 200 km/h on existing Delhi-Mumbai 

route are as follows: 

 

 Option – I: Loco Hauled In-house Train-set 

 Option – II: EMU Train Set as recommended by METI 

 Option – III: Loco Hauled Lightweight, axle-less articulated Tilting Train Set. 

 

2.1 Option -1: Loco Hauled In-house Train-set (LHB Coaches Hauled by WAP5 or 

the new loco under procurement*): 

 

Indian Railways have procured LHB coaches along with ToT from ALSTOM, with 

design capability for upgrading to run at 200 km/h and WAP5 Loco from ABB with 

design speed upgradable to 200 km/h.  

 

 16 LHB coaches hauled by WAP5 Loco on either side. 

 WAP5 locos with Hotel Load Windings and LHB AC coaches both are yet to be 

tested for track worthiness for operation at 200 km/h with instrumented 

measuring wheels and also their EBD with different train configurations with EP 

brakes is to be tested on a specially nominated section before being declared fully 

suitable for 200 km/h train operations.  

 Loco with Hotel Load Windings 

 EP assist brakes on LHB coaches  

 EP assist compliant  WAP5 locos  

 

* Technical specification no. RDSO/2017/EL/SPEC/0129 rev. '0' (Issued in May 2017) 

for electric locomotive for 200  km/h speed potential has been issued by  RDSO and 

sent to Railway Board for procurement action under already sanctioned RSP. 

 

2.1.1 WAP5 Locomotive: 

 

WAP5 is a High Speed electric locomotive produced and 

used by Indian Railways. The first 10 locomotives were 

imported from ABB Switzerland in 1995. 

  

WAP-5 can deliver 6,000 hp (4,500 kW) at peak and 

has regenerative braking as one of its notable features. 

Other notable features of this loco are the provision of 

taps from the main loco transformer for hotel load, 

flexible gear coupling, wheel-mounted disc brakes, and a 

potential for speed enhancement to 200 km/h (120 mph). 

It has 160 kN (36,000 lbf) regenerative brakes, loco disc 

brakes, automatic train air brakes, and a charged 

spring parking brake. 

 

2.1.2 Salient Features of WAP5: 

2.1.2.1 WAP-5 Locomotive has been made fit for 200 km/h, pending oscillation trials and 

load trials to assess its haulage capacity at 200 km/h, especially due to anticipated 

additional aerodynamic resistance at 200km/h. It is roughly estimated that Two 

WAP- 5 Locomotives with hotel load windings should be able to haul 16 LHB AC 

Coaches up to 200 km/h with sufficient acceleration reserve.  

2.1.2.2 This loco is suitable from aerodynamic resistance consideration for operational 

speeds upto 200 km/h.  
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2.1.2.3 Maximum Axle load for WAP-5 locomotive: 19.5 ton. 

2.1.2.4 Continuous power rating for WAP-5 locomotive is 4000 kW. As per METI report, 

with 7200 kW total power of an EMU train set of 12 coaches though the peak 

acceleration is 0.722m/sec
2 

whereas with 2 WAP5 locos and trailing load of 1000t 

(roughly 20 coaches), acceleration would be 0.35m/sec
2
. For the sake of a proper 

analysis, comparison between the passenger coaches required for equivalent 

passenger capacity in two types of trains, a load of 11 passenger carrying LHB 

coaches with one Power Car is to be taken. In this scenario acceleration would be in 

the range of 0.60 - 0.62m/sec
2
. With this acceleration there will be appreciable 

savings in journey times. In case of long distance trains with less frequent stoppage 

like Rajdhani and Duronto expresses, the number of passenger carrying coaches can 

be raised up to 17 with acceleration in the range of 0.40 - 0.45m/sec
2
. 

 

Technical specification of the WAP5 loco is given in Annexure–1 

 

2.1.3 LHB Coaches: 

LHB EOG coaches are designed for operation upto 160 km/h and upgradable to 

maximum speed of 200 km/h with certain minor modifications.  

 

ALSTOM has confirmed that LHB Coaches have potential for operation upto 200 

km/h with suitable modifications (ref. Carr. Dte letter No. SV.AS ML/High Speed, 

dated 13.09.2017).  

 

2.1.3.1 The modifications to be made as advised by ALSTOM and listed below have been 

carried out on one rake of LHB coaches, are as follows: 

i) Grey Cast Iron Brake Discs of the disc brake system will be replaced with Cast 

steel brake discs. 

ii) Composite brake pads of disc brake system shall be replaced with sintered brake 

pads.  

 

2.1.3.2 In addition to above the following items identified to deal with the increased EBD, 

dust and noise issues: 

i) Superior gangways & vestibules  

ii) Automatic body side doors 

iii) EP-Assist Brake system 

 

2.1.3.3 Inputs required for this upgradation have already been given in one rake manufactured 

at Rail Coach Factory, Kapurthala. The rake has been running as TEJAS on IR, albeit 

at maximum permissible sectional speed only, pending oscillation & EBD trials for 

train operation at 200 km/h.  

 

2.1.3.4 The type of LHB coaches in use are sleeper coaches and seating coaches. In addition, 

there are pantry cars and power cars. The power cars supply electric power to these 

coaches for passenger service. So electricity for passenger service does not cut off 

when OHE power is lost due to failure, even with Hotel Load compliant locomotives.  

 

2.1.3.5 Thus, we practically have coaches for operation at 200 km/h. LHB EOG coaches 

fitted with EP brake system, upgraded brake discs and brake pads shall only be used 

in trains operating above 160 km/h.   

 

2.1.3.6 Following items are suggested to be provided to improve passenger satisfaction and 

for better coach management: 
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i) Centralized passenger reservation chart at both entrances and individual 

passenger name indication seats through centralized passenger reservation and 

infotainment server in each coach.  

ii) GPS based rolling stock positioning system  

 

Further details of LHB coaches and their maintenance requirements respectively are 

available in Annexure-2 & 3 

 

2.2 Option – 2: (EMU Train Set as recommended by METI): 

 

After conducting detailed study of IR system on New Delhi-Mumbai route, METI 

recommended their EMU type Train-set having similar overall dimensions as of LHB 

coaches.  

 
2.2.1 Traction power requirement for 12-cars formation was worked out as 7200kW (14400 kW for 

24-cars formation). 

2.2.2 Car body parameters are given below: 
 

 Intermediate car (max.) 

 

Leading car (max.) 

Length over body  23500 mm 

 

24450 mm 

Car width  3250 mm 

 

3250 mm 

Distance between bogies  16100 mm 

 

16100 mm 

Height from rail level  4015 mm 

 

4015  

 

2.2.3 Suggestions with regards to Battery Capacity:  

 

METI had suggested in their report EMU stock with 1 to 2 hrs back up with capacity to 

provide stand-by power also for air-conditioning – additional cost for battery is 2.86 Crores 
per coach and a weight penalty of 1.5t. But with reduction in battery capacity to 20kwh 

suitable only for ventilation and lighting for 1 to 2 hours back up – additional cost comes 

down to 0.57 Crores per coach and weight penalty is also reduced from 1.5t per coach to 0.7t. 
So there will be net saving of Rs. 2.3 crores and weight reduction of 0.8t per coach. 

 

Stand-by power 

required for  

Battery 

Capacity 

Duration Cost (approx.., 

2013) 

remark 

Emergency Ventilation, 

Emergency light, train 

control etc. 

20kWh 1 to 2 

hours 

0.57 crores per 

coach 

Li-ion, other 

type battery 

 
2.2.4 Starting Acceleration rate 2.6 km/h/s (0.722 m/s

2
). 

2.2.5 Emergency braking distance (EBD) at different speeds are given below: 

 

Speed (km/h) 200 160 130 100 

Corresponding EBD (m) 1750 1100 700 400 

 

The main features of METI proposed train-set are given in Annexure-4 
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2.3 Option – 3: Loco Hauled Lightweight, axle-less, articulated Tilting Train Set: 

 

Tilting coaches have such suspension features which enables them tilt away from the 

centre of the curve while negotiating one. This helps in reducing the discomfort to 

passengers which they would feel in a normal suspension train. As the centre of 

rotation in these coaches is above the centre of gravity, gravitational force acts as the 

restoring force.  

 

With our recent experience of such coaches which are also aluminium body, bogie 

less, articulated and without rigid axle, the following advantages are there in using 

these coaches for raising speeds on existing tracks with minimal inputs in curve 

realignment.  

(i) Being much lighter better accelerations are possible with the same hauling 

power – hence reduced journey times without increase in peak speeds and in 

energy requirement.  

(ii) Less wear & tear of track components and thus more availability of track due to 

low weight and no conicity issue being bogie less and axle less.  

(iii) Being of articulated design, in the eventuality of a derailment energy absorption 

is better managed by the rolling stock.  

 

As per appreciation report of Directors Committee of RDSO on Talgo trials dated 

04.03.2017 there is an estimated time saving of 11.4 – 13.6% with equivalent length 

of such coaches on comparison with 12952 Rajdhani Express without raising of 

maximum permissible speed or maximum permissible cant deficiency.   

 
2.3.1 The main Features of Tilting Train are: 

 

 Tilting Train will be capable to run at higher speed on curves without any discomfort to 

passengers without any curve  re-alignment in existing IR Track  

 Being  lighter coaches (Aluminium body, bogie less, axle less):- 

 Trailing load will be reduced resulting in higher acceleration with the same 

haulage power.  

 For the same seating capacity as that of METI proposed EMU train set i.e. 821, 

weight per passenger is 18-25% less than METI stock. 

 Availability of Track will increase as the maintenance of track is expected to be 

reduced due to no conicity and less weight per passenger 

 

The main features of Loco Hauled Lightweight, axle-less, articulated Tilting Train 

Set are given in Annexure-5 

 

3.0 Issues Related with Homologation of Rolling Stocks for 200 km/h Trains: 

 

At present safety and stability of rolling stock is being tested as per 3
rd

 criteria 

committee report which does not necessitate use of measuring wheel for assessment 

of lateral & vertical force and derailment co-efficient. Present criteria has been used, 

up to trial speed of 180 Km/h. Trial for operation of 200 km/h, will have to be 

undertaken at 220 km/h.  

 

Enhancement of trial speed from 180 to 220 Km/h is a quantum jump and hence 

requirement of using instrumented measuring wheels for assessment of lateral force 

and derailment co-efficient is being felt. Also, Standing Criteria Committee of RDSO 
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has decided to switchover from present RDSO standards to EN 14363/ UIC 518 

standard. This EN standard uses some additional transducers and prescribes statistical 

evaluation method for assessment of safety parameters in addition to use of 

instrumented measuring wheels. 

 

In view of the above, it is advisable that trial of the rolling stock (Coaches as well as 

locomotive) be conducted with both RDSO standard and EN 14363 standard. 

 

Details on costs involved in this activity are given in Annexure–6 

 

4.0 Issues Related to Track: 

 

The feasibility of semi-high speed operation on the existing routes in Indian 

Railways is to be considered under the mixed traffic conditions - heavy axle load 

(22.9t) operations are also on the same track and to be continued to some extent, 

even after commissioning of Western DFC. In IR, proportion of freight operation is 

substantial in the total traffic carried in terms of GMT. This situation is probably 

unique on IR, and different from most of the railway systems across the world 

operating Semi-HS trains under mixed traffic regime. There major part of traffic is 

passenger operation with relatively benign axle loads of approximately 17t barring 

countries like Germany and Austria where axle loads of 19.5 t and 21.5t 

respectively, are still prevalent even for speeds up to 220 km/h.  

 

For considering the Semi-HS operation, it is required to examine the existing track 

structure, its maintenance condition and its monitoring and maintenance regime in 

place, with respect to operating conditions and other relevant factors affecting the 

track geometry and continuity, to assess its suitability for up-gradation for making 

it fit for 200km/h operation with highest degree of safety. Since, in the existing 

track a large number of rail/weld failures and critical defects are being reported - 

which are potential safety hazards and which sometimes have lead to 

derailment/accident causing fatal injuries to passengers too, a detailed analysis and 

careful examination of the reliability of existing track and various factors 

responsible for the same, is required, to ascertain the requirements for 200km/h 

operation with utmost safety. Apart from the above mentioned safety risks, there 

are problems in the maintainability of track also. Operational speed above 110 km/h 

on Indian Railways is permitted on track maintained to the standards stipulated in 

RDSO report no C&M-1, Vol-1. The entire NDLS – BCT route has sectional speed 

of 110 km/h and above, but at the most of the times, hardly half of the track stretch 

is observed to be complying with C&M-1, Vol-1 standards. 

 

Examination of existing track structure, track alignment parameters and 

maintenance standards, therefore needs to be done with the following in view: 

 

A. Safety Considerations. 

B. Maintainability Considerations 

C. Strength and suitability of track components 

D. Speed on curves 

  

4.1 Safety Considerations 

 

The objective of safety considerations is to mitigate the risk of derailment due to 

rail/weld failures and also due to wheel mounting due to poor track geometry at 

higher speeds. Following are the important issues related to safety of traffic: 
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4.1.1 Rail/Weld failures:  

This large figure for rail/weld failure and high rate of defect generation occurring 

presently on the IR cannot be allowed for semi – high speed operation and needs to be 

brought down substantially (Target for rail/weld failure should be zero) since 

consequences of any derailment at such high speed shall be devastating. This will 

require enhanced level of track condition monitoring and management of defect 

generations through control of operating environment, upgraded track structure, track 

monitoring and track maintenance regime. Following are the issues involved with 

respect to rail/weld failures: 

 

(i) Impact Loading: High dynamic loads in the range of 35 – 55t have been observed 

from WILD records, both for freight as well as passenger trains. The high impact 

load increases the probability of fracture manifold. Even a new rail can break 

under high impact load if a small flaw of acceptable size, exist in the rail. Large 

number of sudden fractures being reported is a testimony for this acute problem.  

High acceleration values are also associated with almost all prominent type of 

freight stocks in the range of 0.5g to 0.87g at floor level measured during 

oscillation trials in new conditions. The acceleration values shall be much higher 

as the rolling stocks grew old in service and become due for maintenance. Such 

high vibrations imparted to track cause faster rate of fatigue crack growth and 

reduce the life of rails and welds. Present acceptance criteria for freight stocks 

adopted on IR does not include limits of accelerations and track loading. Though 

acceleration limits have been stipulated for clearance of coaches and locomotives, 

Track loading limits have not been stipulated for these also. For preventing 

unusually high number of rail/weld failures taking place on IR for SHS 

operations, it is a must to operate only those rolling stocks having track friendly 

bogies accepted based on the international criteria of ‘Accelerations’ and ‘Track 

Loading’ limits. For measurement of forces coming on track during acceptance 

test of rolling stocks, measuring wheels shall be required and suitability of all the 

rolling stock running on semi high speed route will have to be checked as per 

international practices. 

(ii) Surface defect of rail such as wheel burn due to under powering of trains and 

rolling contact fatigue defects such as squats and shelling due to adverse rail-

wheel contact are very prevalent on the IR network. These are major causes 

leading to failure of rail/weld. Under powering will have to be eliminated for SHS 

operation. For mitigating rolling contact fatigue defects, maintenance regime of 

rail grinding and wheel turning would be required to be implemented, which 

would incorporate monitoring of rail-wheel profile. It is noted that although rail 

grinding has been started on the IR, Delhi-Mumbai route has not been covered 

under the same.  

(iii) Poor handling of rail during transport and laying resulting into damaged (dent 

marked) rail is another major concern affecting reliability of rail. Thorough 

inspection and renewal of such damaged rails would be required for introduction 

of SHS operation. 

(iv) A very large number of AT welds are of poor quality, which has mainly resulted 

from poor quality of execution. A large proportion of these welds are suspected to 

have been executed under inadequate traffic block. Poor weld geometry makes 

them suspect to hunting and dynamic loading, and resultant fatigue defect. 

Thorough inspection and renewal of such damaged welds would be required for 

introduction of SHS operation. 

(v) Corrosion of rails due to toilet droppings: Sizeable quantity of rails becomes due 

for renewal because of liner biting the rail foot (corrosion of rail bottom area 

beneath the liner due to ingress of corrosive substances between liner and rail). 

Besides creating burden of renewal in terms men, material and traffic block 
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requirement, many of these rails get fractured because of reduced section and 

impact load before getting replaced. Therefore, all the coaches will have to be 

provided with closed toilets to be cleaned at base depots only. 

 

4.1.2 Trespassing problem:  

Thickly populated surrounding area is a peculiar feature of Indian Railway. 

Trespassing of track by human and their pets is rampant on Indian railway. Any 

infringement at SHS operation on this account may lead to fatal consequences. Apart 

from that, it puts strain on the train drivers and needs to be eliminated completely. 

Sturdy protection wall shall be required all along the SHS route to prevent 

trespassing. In addition, number of limited use underpasses shall be required at 

selected heavy trespassing locations for those areas where people have area of interest 

on both sides of track and need to cross the track frequently for economic and social 

activities.  

 

4.1.3 Elimination of level crossings:  

Level crossings, even manned, are locations of train and road user conflict even in 

closed condition due to crossing of two- wheelers and cycle- rickshaw unautherisedly. 

Elimination of level crossings is also in important aspect contributing to safety. 

 

4.2 Maintainability Considerations: 

4.2.1 For semi-high speed operations, the track maintenance standard needs to be far better 

than those being achieved at present. The pre-feasibility report prepared by Japanese 

(METI) study team has stipulated very strict set of track geometry tolerances as given 

below: 

Item Unit V ≥160 Km/h V ≥160Km/h 

Track tolerance for 

Maintenance (riding comfort 

considerations) 

Track tolerance for Safety 

(to be attended within 15 

days) 

Gauge mm +6 /-4 +10/-7 

Cross level mm 5 10 

Longitudinal mm/10m 7 14 

Alignment mm/10m 4 8 

Twist Mm/2.5m 5 10 

 

4.2.2 However, the last TRC run data of MTJ - BCT section indicates that present 

maintenance standard of track is for below the target maintenance limits for SHS 

operation as indicated in table below: 

MTJ - BCT Down line 

Total Length 

recorded  

= 1006 km 

% of track complying to 

Maintenance limit (Riding 

comfort) 

% of track complying to 

Safety limit (to be attended in 

15 days) 

Alignment 0/1006        (0%) 551/1006       (55%) 

Unevenness 19/1006     (1.9%) 673/1006       (67%) 

Twist 37/1006     (3.7%) 867 /1006      (86%) 

 

4.2.3 The maximum values of different parameters obtained on the route are also very high, 

even in comparison to safety limits stipulated, as indicated in the table below: 

Unevenness (mm) Twist (mm/M) Alignment (mm) Gauge (mm) 

42 mm 34 mm/2.5 M 45 mm + 33 mm 

 

Above observations indicate that it is very difficult to improve existing track 
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geometry to achieve the maintenance standards stipulated for comfort condition. Very 

high values of track geometry parameters observed on the route indicate that even the 

safety standards seem difficult to maintain during service. Much enhanced efforts in 

terms of resources (man-hours, materials, machines, and traffic blocks) shall be 

required, first to bring the track to these standards and then to maintain it at that level 

forever, which might neither be feasible with present set of operating conditions nor 

economical. Further, it is very likely that these standards may not be possible to be 

achieved despite all inputs with the existing track, because of inherent track laying 

defects. 

 

Further, it may be difficult to achieve such strict track tolerances during service, 

particularly in case of gauge and alignment parameters because the manufacturing 

tolerances stipulated for rail sleeper, inserts, ERC and liner may add upto +7.1mm to -

3.6mm in most unfavorable but rare case when extreme tolerances in each fastening 

components either maximum or minimum add up during track laying stage itself and 

may require that existing fastenings  to be manufactured with stricter manufacturing 

tolerances or all fastening components to be supplied by single agency as a assembly 

including PSC sleeper. However, this aspect shall be more visible after the actual 

maintenance of track to these standards is taken up. 

 

4.2.4 Another important factor affecting the maintainability of track is the dynamic loading 

of track vis a vis the maintenance effort given. International literature and studies 

indicate that maintenance effort of track increases by 30 – 40% with 10% increase in 

axle loads. The axle load of freight operations is increased by more than 10% with 

introduction of CC+6+2t/CC+8+2/22.9t axle load trains since 2006. It necessitated 

requirement of enhanced level of track maintenance and resources for that enhanced 

maintenance. However, maintenance efforts, in terms of men, material and traffic 

blocks are continuously decreasing instead of getting proportionately increased, 

because of fund constraints and increasing traffic.  

 

The maintenance standards achievable in the field are required to be worked out 

considering above issues. Suitable maintenance regime i.e. the requirement of 

manpower, machines, materials, funds and traffic blocks is to be considered 

accordingly depending upon the target track geometry values. 

 

4.2.5 Dynamic loading is another important factor contributing towards rate of deterioration 

of track geometry. High dynamic loads coupled with high vibrations imparted to track 

cause much faster deterioration of track geometry and it is not possible to maintain the 

track within tight tolerances required for SHS operation under such kind of loading 

scenario without giving extraordinary effort in terms of resources and track 

occupation time which is not practically feasible since large scale diversion of goods 

train and rescheduling of passenger trains shall be required. All the rolling stocks 

running on SHS route shall be required to be checked for dynamic and impact loading 

of track. WILD and bogie monitoring systems will have to be installed at all critical 

locations for regular monitoring of maintenance standard of rolling stocks. WILD 

limits may have to be brought down in accordance to internationally accepted norms 

on shs operation routes.    

 

4.3 Suitability of Existing Track Components: 

 

4.3.1 PSC Sleepers:  PSC Sleepers (Drg. No. RDSO/T-2496) is presently used on BG main 

routes as line sleeper. This sleeper is being used since 40 years and time tested. This 

sleeper has been designed for 22.5T axle load (axle load of freight trains). The 

performance of this sleeper in 25 T axle load routes is found satisfactory so far in 
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trials conducted over Indian Railways. Manufacturing tolerances of these sleepers are 

also strict viz. +1.5mm in respect of gauge. Therefore, the existing PSC sleepers 

appears suitable for semi-high speed operations as dynamic augment for passenger 

trains running at semi-high speed may not generate higher design loads under 

dynamic conditions in comparison to freight trains running a lower speed but having a 

much higher axle loads than those of passenger trains. Also, existing sleepers have 

been performing satisfactorily under the present speed of 130 kmph on BG main 

routes. However, use of wider & heavier PSC sleepers on semi-high speed will be 

more preferable as they have wider rail seat & wider rubber pad and high track frame 

resistance to reduce track maintenance, rail fractures and chances of track buckling. 

The wider sleeper (Drg. No. RDSO/T-8527) is presently under trial in five zonal 

railways.  

 

As the use of 10mm thick CGRSP is preferable for above 160 to 200  kmph , the use 

of 10mm thick CGRSP is not possible in existing line sleeper RDSO/ T-2496, hence 

use of wider PSC sleepers to RDSO/ T-8527 is preferable. 

  

4.3.2 Fastening Components:  

 

4.3.2.1 Elastic Rail Clip:-Presently, elastic rail clip (ERC Mk-III) with toe load in range of 

850 kg to 1100 kg, 6mm grooved rubber pad or 6.2 mm composite grooved rubber 

pad and metal / Glass filled nylon liners are used as fastening components on BG 

main routes with speed upto 130 kmph. Elastic rail clip (ERC Mk-V) with higher toe 

load in range of 1200Kg to 1500kg has been developed by RDSO. Railway Board 

vide letter No 2001/TK-II/22/7/2 dated 07.1.13 has restricted the use Mk-V for 

section prone to creep, for section where 25T axle load is operational. In view of para 

3.6.1(2)(1)d of  JICA (METI) report on  “Feasibility  study on upgradation of speed of 

passenger trains to above 160 to 200 kmph on existing Delhi-Mumbai Route’’, use of 

Mk-V is advisable for high speed of above 160 to 200  kmph in comparison to e-type 

clip having toe load of 1250 kg which is  being used in ballasted track of Japan. In 

RDSO sleepers (Drg. No. RDSO/T-7008 & 8527), 10mm thick CGRSP can also be 

used along with ERC Mk-V.  

 

4.3.2.2 Fastening assembly suitability for Lateral loads in curves: Present Fastening 

assembly is required to check their strength for increase in lateral force with speed 

especially in curves. The torsional resistance testing of the fastening assembly as per 

EN 13146-2: 2012 can be done in this matter. 

4.3.2.3 Use of Ballastless track in major station yard areas: The ballastless track along 

with transitions on both ends can be provided in the major yard areas due to difficulty 

in regular track maintenance due to restricted space available , poor track drainage & 

due to throw of  garbage  on track. 

4.3.2.4 Rubber pad: Presently single rubber pad is being used for freight traffic routes& high 

speed routes in Indian Railways. The requirement of secant stiffness for the mixed 

route is 80-150 KN/mm and greater than 150 KN/mm for use in DFCCIL route.  The 

values of the secant stiffness in existing GRSP and CGRSP pad are 150-250 KN/mm 

& 100-240 KN/mm respectively.  Hence CGRSP pad of thickness 10mm is 

recommended for use on semi high speed routes of above 160 to 200 Kmph. 

Moreover the frequency of the replacement of the rubber pad can be increased as per 

the need of the field conditions. 

 

4.3.3 Turnout: 

4.3.3.1 Majority of Turnouts in Indian Railways comprise of Over-riding switch / Thick Web 

Switch and fixed nose Cast Manganese Steel (CMS) Crossing over fan shaped PSC 

sleeper layout. The rails on the approach track are provided with 1:20 inward cross-
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slope (i.e. cant), whereas rails are kept vertical on turnout portion. Most of the 

turnouts on Main line are laid with 1:12 crossing. The 1:12 turnouts have speed 

potential of 50 Kmph on loop line. Turnouts with 1:8.5 crossing are common in loop 

lines and station yard lines. In some of the cases Turnouts with 1:8.5 crossing have 

been laid on Main line as emergency crossovers. In addition, there is limited number 

of 1:16 and 1:20 turnouts too on Indian Railway system.  

4.3.3.2 Present fan shaped turnouts is a cause of maintenance problem in approach of SRJ 

and exit of heel of crossing in mainline due to turnout portion having flat rail top and 

approach/exit rail top having 1 in 20 cant. Provision of canted turnouts will be 

required for Semi high speeds. 

 

4.3.3.3 Thick Web Switch is a sturdier design of switches and presently being used on all the 

Class A routes and other high-density routes with traffic above 20GMT/year. This is 

recommended for Semi high speeds. 

 

4.3.3.4 Present CMS crossing and Check rails are not capable to take stress caused by Semi 

High Speed & mixed operations. The presence of unguided length for wheel 

negotiation in present CMS Xing is not recommended. Swing nose crossing is 

recommended for Semi High Speeds. In this crossing, the wheel-tread runs on a 

continuous surface of rail-head without encountering any vertical drop in actual nose 

region which eliminates rapid wear / fatigue damage of the crossing. 

4.3.3.5 The turnout should allow continuation of Long Welded Rail (LWR) through it. 

Provision of continuing LWR in turnout portion should be done. Weldable SNC is 

recommended for Semi High Speed & mixed operations. There should not be any fish 

plated joints in the turnout assembly & at the heel and toe of Xing. 

 

4.3.3.6 Ballast cushion of 350 mm with effective drainage system is required before 

commissioning of train speeds in excess of 160 km/h. All turnouts of high speed route 

should be deep screened by Ballast Cleaning machine to have specified ballast size 

and required ballast cushion below PSC Sleepers or Required Ballast cushion should 

be provided during renewal of turnout. 

 

4.3.4 Switch Expansion Joints: 

The existing design of improved SEJ being used on IR is not suitable for speeds more 

than 160 kmph for Semi High Speed & mixed operations. Therefore, suitability of 

switch expansion joints available Indian Railway Track needs to be assessed at 200 

Kmph speed. There is a need for using innovative designs of SEJ like Switch type rail 

expansion joints which are superior in terms of safety, service life, and 

maintainability. 

 

4.3.5 Fish-plated joints: 

The rail joints have been considered as weak points for maintenance and riding 

comfort. IR track is having bolted joints at both ends of turnouts and bridges. The 

short welded/jointed track is provided on sharp curves and sharp gradients. The long 

span bridges are also provided with jointed tracks. Detailed study for continuation of 

LWR shall be required for replacement of jointed track with LWR at these locations. 

Further, one kind of track circuiting requires use of glued joints. This will have to be 

replaced by axle counter based or AFTC based track circuiting to eliminate 

requirement of glued joints. 

 

4.3.6 Bad formations:  

There are identified stretches of bad formation on the route. Maintenance of track 

geometry suitable for speed of even 110-130 kmph is very difficult on such stretches. 

These must be attended to provide a stable formation to permit SHS operations. 
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4.4 Speed Potential on Curves: 

Total No. of curves in NDLS – KTT – BCT route, as per records available in RDSO is 

1261. These curves have been laid with transitions supporting 120 – 130 km/h 

operations with 100 mm cant deficiency. It has been indicated in the Japanese report 

that for high speed operation on curves, the rate of change of cant deficiency must be 

milder than that adopted on IR. IR stipulates rate of change of cant/cant deficiency as 

35 mm/sec in normal cases and 55 mm/sec in exceptional cases which works out to a 

transition length of 0.87Cd and 0.55Cd respectively for speed of 200 km/h against the 

Japanese standards as 2.34Cd and 1.5Cd respectively. Following table presents the 

status of curves on the route with respect to SHS operations. The extent of extension 

of transition lengths required has been worked considering the required length for 

exceptional case.  

 
Curve details NDLS-BCT 

S
.N

o
 

D
iv

. 

R
o
u

te
 

Total 

no of 

curve  

Total  

curve 

length in 

km 

Total 

length 

of 

extensio

n of 

transiti

on of 

one side 

in KM  

No of curve having PSR w.r.t 160 Kmph 

No of curve 

having PSR 

w.r.t 200 

Kmph 

Between 

160 & 

130 

kmph 

Between 

130 & 

100 

kmph 

Below 

100 

kmph 

Total 

1 BRC ST-GDA 125 23.3 12.24 26 25 21 72 98 

2 RTM 

RTM-
NAD 

42 18.85 3.42 21 7 1 29 41 

GDA-

RAT 
343 146.15 29.14 115 169 19 303 327 

3 BCT 
ALL 

CURVE 
321 104.44 33.32 57 110 40 207 290 

4 KOTA 
NAD-
MTJ 

360 175.61 24.3 163 51 20 234 343 

5 NR 
MTJ-

PWL  
70 20.61 9.84 4 3 1 8 25 

TOTAL 1261 488.96 112.26 386 365 102 853 1124 

Total length of extension in km for both sides 224.52 

 

The feasibility of extension of transition length of curves needs to be assessed first 

with respect to obligatory points. Extension of most of the curve would require 

widening of formation and realignment of track including realignment of OHE and 

relocation of masts. Even after extension of transition, there shall be permanent speed 

restriction on curves considering a cant deficiency of 100mm for calculation of speed 

potential of the curve. This will result into approximately 500 PSR in one direction on 

account of curves only which is highly undesirable situation for SHS operations.   

 

4.5 Proposed Track Structure:  

Based on above deliberations, following track structure is proposed: 

 
S.N. Component of 

Track 

Specifications Reference/Remarks 

1 Formation on 
embankment 

The stable formations where trains 
are plying at 130 km/h and above 

without frequent attention to track 

may be considered suitable for 200 

km/h. 

Slope of top of formation and slope 

of embankment should be made as 

per existing standard.  

 

Identified bad formation location, 
requiring more than four attentions 

per year for keeping track fit for 

speed of 130 km/h, requires to be 

rehabilitated. Total length of 530 

kms have been identified for 

rehabilitation – SR of 130 km/h will 

have to be enforced on this stretch 

pending rehabilitation. 

Formation in Ballastless track with transition on The ballastless track along with 
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major yard 

(drainage issues). 

both ends in Major yard and other 

yards having drainage issues to 

retain track parameters.   

transitions on both ends may be 

required in some of the major yards 

due to difficulty in regular track 

maintenance on account of restricted 

space availability, poor track drainage 

& other factors.  

2 Ballast Cushion 

and ballast profile 

350 mm hard stone machine 

crushed ballast. Ballast profile as 

per LWR manual (corrected 

accordingly). 

No patch of track should be left with 

unscreened ballast.  

Cess of embankment widening will 

be required to retain ballast profile 

for increased depth of ballast cushion 

from existing 300 mm to 350 mm. 

3 Sleeper type and 

sleeper density 

Recommended:  PSC Sleeper (Drg. 

No. RDSO/ T -8527)– 1660 nos. per 

Km. 

 

Use of wider & heavier PSC sleepers 

(Drg. No. RDSO/ T-8527) on semi-

high speed will be preferable as they 

have wider rail seat & wider rubber 

pad and high track frame resistance to 

reduce track maintenance, rail 

fractures and chances of track 

buckling. The wider sleeper is 

presently under trial in five zonal 
railways. The sleeper renewal 

whenever due in such sections will 

invariably be done with wider 

sleepers. 

Minimum: Existing PSC sleepers 

(Drg. No. RDSO/ T-2496)- 1660 

nos. per km. 

4 Rail 60 Kg(UIC) 90 UTS  

 

Existing Rail top surface should be 

checked for surface defects and 

defective rail piece should be 

replaced to avoid high intensity 

noise. 

5 Fastening 

System  

Recommended: 10 mm thick 

CGRSP with ERC mark-V.  
 

The life of the pads will get reduced 

& warrant more frequent replacement 
as compared to the present operating 

regime. Minimum: 6 mm GRSP or  6.2 mm 

CGRSP with ERC mark-V 

6 Switch Expansion 

Joint 

Minimum: Innovative designs of 

SEJ like Switch type rail expansion 

joints which are superior in terms of 

safety, service life, and 

maintainability. 

The existing design of improved SEJ 

being used on IR is not suitable for 

speeds more than 160 km/h for 

Semi-High Speed & mixed 

operations.  

7 Rail Joints Minimum: LWR should be 

continued in bridge and turnout 

portion. There should be no rail 

joints. 

All joints are to be removed. 

 

8 AT weld Specification and tolerance of 

existing AT and FB welds are 

considered adequate as of now. A 
review of performance may be 

made later during Semi High Speed 

operations. 

Defective AT welds should be 

removed. All AT welds and FBW in 

the existing tracks should be checked 
for tolerances of alignment and 

unevenness. 

Turnout Portion 

9 Switch Minimum: Thick Web Switch   

10 Crossing Minimum: Weldable swing nose 

crossings. 

Present CMS crossing and Check 

rails are not capable to take stress 

caused by running trains.  
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11 Turnout 

Sleepers 

Minimum: Canted PSC turnouts Present fan shaped turnouts is a 

cause of maintenance problem in 

approach of SRJ and exit of heel of 

crossing in mainline due to turnout 

portion having flat rail top and 

approach/exit rail top having 1 in 20 

cant. 

Track structure on girder bridges 

12 Sleeper on 
girder bridges 

Minimum: Composite sleepers of 
suitable thickness with suitable 

fasting arrangement 

H-Beam sleepers/channel sleepers 
are not suitable for speed greater 

than 160 km/h. 

 

4.6 Methodology of Track Inspection, Monitoring and Maintenance:  

 

4.6.1 The existing system of inspection of track includes large number of manual inspections 

such as USFD testing, push/ motor trolley inspection, turnout & LWR inspections, 

inspection of bridges, daily patrol by keyman etc. Some of these inspection processes 

are infringement to traffic. All such inspections, which are infringement to traffic but 

being done nowadays in the margin between two trains, shall be required to be done in 

block protection only for SHS operations. The existing system of track condition 

monitoring by running of Track recording cars once in 2 or 3 months, oscillation 

monitoring once in a month through OMS run, visual inspections by push trolley/motor 

trolley/loco/rear vehicle or on foot inspection shall also not be sufficient for ensuring 

the fitness of track for semi-high speed operation. The inspection frequency shall have 

to be increased and inspections need be more objective indicating track quality in 

measurable terms, through use of state of art track monitoring systems. Further, many 

of the track maintenance activities are also done without block utilizing the margin 

between trains such as ERC greasing, casual renewal of sleepers and fastenings, 

overhauling of level crossings, attending the slacks, squaring of sleepers, transportation 

of rail and sleepers by rail dolly, and manual deep screening of turnouts etc. All these 

activities are potential threat to life of workmen as well as safety to traffic for SHS 

operations and will have to be taken up under block protection only. In fact, no access 

to the track shall be allowed to anyone without stopping the traffic once SHS operation 

is started.  

 

4.6.2 USFD Testing: The manual system of ultrasonic flaw detection of rail/welds by 

walking with USFD machine on track shall also not work in Semi-HS regime since it 

requires putting the USFD machine on and off the track at every 10-15 minutes 

intervals because of passing of train. This problem along with constant attention of the 

person doing testing, towards upcoming high speed trains, will considerably reduce the 

accuracy and reliability of the test results. 

 

4.6.3 Considering the required standards of inspection and maintenance for SHS operation, 

the present system of precedence of train operation over traffic block requirement for 

maintenance would not be feasible. A regime of dedicated daily maintenance period 

would be a must for ensuring maintenance of track to a high safety level. A complete 

reworking of the Time table would be required for switching over to this regime. 

 

4.6.4 Track Monitoring systems: 

S.N. Method Frequency Remarks 

1 TRC Once in a months Upgraded Track Recording Car with 

facility of video recording of track 

with condition monitoring of track 

components and analysis of 
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recording results 

2 Track 

Condition 

Monitorin

g 

Once in a week To be done with coach mounted 

video recording facility to eliminate 

keyman’s daily patrol 

3 OMS Once in 15 days 1. Peak values exceeding 0.15g to 

be reported. 

2. Recording shall be carried out at 

maximum sectional speed. 

4 USFD Frequency based on 

speed criteria may be 

Once in a month 

Use of vehicular USFD (SPURT 

Car). Existing criteria may be 

reviewed. 

5 Oscillograp

h car run 

Once in three months Oscillograph car run is to be done to 

assess the riding quality of the track 

as distinct from actual track geometry 

recorded by the TRC.  

 

4.7 Elimination of Level Crossings:  

All the level crossings should be eliminated by constructing ROB/RUB/LHS.  

 

4.8 Protection Against Trespassing:  

Fencing all along the track is needed.  The three types of walls/fences are provided 

depending on the site condition, such as densely populated area, urban area and 

country side.  For detail please refer Annexure-TR/1. Demand of additional LHS 

except sub urban areas after erecting fencing along the track may not be ruled out. 

This will be required by farmers and their animals to cross the track for their day to 

day routine work.  

 

Further details are available in Annexures-7 & 8 

 

4.9 Bridge Structure: 

Railway bridges are complex structures, consisting of various structural components 

with different properties. The main purpose of new specifications is to establish 

technical standards based on principles and requirements for safety, serviceability and 

durability of bridges. Therefore the  technical specification for up gradation of 

bridges for high speed should cover followings: 

(i) Requirement of existing bridges for high speed. 

(ii) Maintenance regimes required for these bridges. 

 

4.10 High Speed Rail as per UIC (International Union Of Railways): 

High speed is a combination of a lot of elements which constitute a whole 

"system": infrastructure (new lines designed for speeds above 250 km/h and in 

some cases, upgraded existing lines for speeds up to 200 or even 220 km/h), rolling 

stock (special designed train sets), operating conditions and equipment, etc.  

 

Therefore, it is clear from above definition that technical specification required for 

running of trains at 200 KMPH, will be the same as specifications required for high 

speed rail.  This office has a report published in June 2013 on Feasibility study for 

up gradation of speed of passenger trains to semi high speed on existing Delhi-

Mumbai Route, by Ministry of economics, Trade and industry (METI).  In this 

report it has been mentioned that existing bridges will not sustain for semi high 
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speed with conventional loco hauled coaches.  So they have prepared the report 

after trial with train sets for high speed.  

  

4.11 Consultancy Requirement for Review of Existing Code and Manuals: 

 

4.11.1 Presently in Indian Railway following code and manual governs the design and 

maintenance of bridges.  

(i) Bridge rule  

(ii) Steel bridge code  

(iii) Concrete bridge code 

(iv) Indian Railway Bridge manual. 

(v) IRS bridge substructure and foundation code 

(vi) IRS welded bridge code 

(vii) Arch bridge code 

(viii) Design of well and foundation. 

 

4.11.2 The provisions in above mentioned codes and manuals are established after trial 

and study of different conditions on Indian railway networks. Presently maximum 

speed permitted in Indian railway is 160 Kmph and provision for bridges holds 

good for this speed. Presently there is no working exposure to Indian railways 

officials on high speed rail.  Therefore extensive trials and research is needed to 

scrutinizing the current codal and manual provisions for up gradation of existing 

railway bridges for running of trains at 200 Kmph.  

 

4.11.3 In view of above a reputed consultant like JICA, CH2M, Systra, SNCF, Meinhardt 

etc, who has exposure of consultancy to design of high speed rail network, may be 

hired to establish guideline and detail requirement for high speed railway network 

after extensive trial and research. The scope of this study also includes that within 

the field of railway bridge dynamics, the international experience of high speed rail 

need to be combined with Indian conditions.  

 

4.11.4 The main aim of this consultancy should be to achieve a safe, reliable and feasible 

specification for existing railway bridges for running of train at high speed. 

 

4.12 RDSO Understanding on High Speed Rail: 

 

In view of the fact that we have no experience in issues involved for speed above 

160 Kmph. On this subject, RDSO has tried to understand the different issues 

involved in high speed rail through literature available. At least following points 

should be in scope of study, during development of technical specification of 

bridges for high speed rail: 

 

4.12.1 Presently in Indian standard CDA is only function of span length of bridge. The 

formula prescribed by bridge rule is valid up to speed of 160 KMPH. Indian bridge 

rule is silent on speed above 160 kmph. While in other international code CDA or 

impact factor depends on various parameter like span, speed, bridge material etc. 

While in feasibility study for up gradation of passenger trains to above 160 to 200 

kmph on Delhi- Mumbai Route dated March 2013, Comparison of impact factor 

has been made between Indian railway and Japanese Railways. This comparison 

has been done between  

 

(i)    Impact factor described in Japanese standard for Japanese high speed railway  

(ii) Impact factor described in Indian standard. 
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In above report, it might have been assumed that impact factor described in Indian 

bridge rule is also applicable for high speed. Therefore this comparison does not 

represent true picture. Impact factor described in Japanese standard will be applicable 

in Indian condition for same type of rolling stock, track and other conditions used in 

Japanese high speed railway. It cannot be directly opted for Indian rolling stock and 

track. As per Eurocode, dynamic analysis is mandatory for speed above 200 kmph. 

Therefore Coefficient of dynamic augmentation (CDA) should be worked out for high 

speed in Indian condition. 

 

4.12.2 Measuring wheel should be used for measurement of CDA and other parameters and    

instrumentation of bridges should be done. 

4.12.3 Instrumentation of bridges should also to be done. 

4.12.4 Design must be checked for existing bridges. 

4.12.5 Resonance phenomena should be observed during high speed trial. 

4.12.6 To establish criteria for vertical and lateral deflection. 

4.12.7 Approaches of bridges are very critical. World railways provide suitable transition 

(Larger length, in range of 20m or more) between formation earthwork and bridge to 

reduce differential settlement as well as to ensure that there is gradual transition of 

support stiffness. For this purpose, specially selected and compacted backfill materials 

(4-9 type of material) are provided. Provision of drainage layer behind the abutment is 

must. No World Railway provided RCC slab in approach of bridge.  

 

4.13 Conclusion:  

(i) Accurate assessment of suitability of an existing bridge for train operation at 

speeds greater than 160 km/h can only be made after CDA assessment with the 

help of instrumented measuring wheels for the loco and rolling stocks intended 

for such operations. Therefore, based on empirical calculations, Indian Railway 

Bridges on NDLS-KTT-BCT route can be considered to be safe, prima-facie, 

for EMU type train sets with axle load not more than 17t.  However, the above 

mentioned trials will be necessary for checking these bridges’ suitability even 

for such train operations.   

  

(ii) With regards to WAP5 or similar loco (axle load not more than  19.5t) hauled 

train-sets’ operation at >160km/h on a route, decision with regard to suitability 

of bridges on a route can only be taken based on the results in the above 

mentioned trials with instrumented measuring wheels on the respective route.  

 

For cost details of various Track, Bridge items as also for monitoring and 

maintenance please see Annexure-9 

 

5.0 Draft Technical Specification of Signaling for Running of Trains at 200 km/h 

(S&T)   

 

5.1 Signaling Requirements 

 

These Signaling requirements are Draft requirements which require further Studies. 

These are  based on METI report of 2013 and information from certain other sources. 

However detail studies are required for various parameters which are discussed below. 

 

5.1.1 The requirement of signalling in the Signal Engineering Manual is defined for speeds 

upto 160km/h vide Standard IV(R) Interlocking. (Chapter 7, para 7.131, Section M). 

For Speeds upto 200 km/h this will require modification. 
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5.1.2 For speeds upto 160 km/h, RDSO has already issued  a Report - CT-20 (Rev.2), 

approved vide Railway Board’s letter No.2014/CE-II/TK/HS New Delhi dated 

09.12.2014, prescribes the following: 

 

(i) Means for directly holding closed switch rail to corresponding stock rail and 

preventing the points from being unlocked during the passage of the train 

(clamp lock). Provision of clamp type lock with thick web switches is 

necessary. 

(ii) Provision of Train Protection Warning System is considered necessary. 

(iii) Provision of Panel Interlocking/Electronic Interlocking is essential. 

(iv) To meet the requirement of braking distance for high speed trains, either 

second distant signal or automatic signaling shall be provided. 

(v) Where automatic signaling is not provided, means for verifying complete 

arrival of train by provision of Block Proving by Axle Counter (BPAC) is 

necessary. 

(vi) Reliable train radio communication between driver and guard, and between 

driver and nearest station and/or control office at a high speed of 160km/h and 

above, can only be achieved by Mobile Train Radio Communication System 

(GSM-R). 

(vii) Minimization of level crossings by provision of ROB/RUB, interlocking and 

closing of certain Level crossings may have to be done. 

 

5.1.3 For going beyond 160 km/h and up to 200 km/h, the signaling requirement become 

still more stringent due to the fact that above 160 KM/H it is not possible for drivers 

to continuously watch the line side signals and also the response time of signaling 

system become important.  As such the various aspects of signalling for speed up to 

200KM/H are discussed below:- 

 

5.2 Points and Crossings: 

5.2.1 For speed beyond 160km/h and up to 200km/h as per the Track Directorate swing 

nose crossing is recommended.  As such Electric point machines suitable for 

operation and detection of the swing nose crossing are required. Hence the same are 

required to be studied.  

 

5.2.2 The turnout shall be provided with thick web switches with clamp locking for directly 

holding closed switch rail to corresponding stock rail and preventing points from 

being unlocked during the passage of the train.  Since the turnout for Semi-HS trains 

will be longer and at higher speeds housing of switch rail will become very important 

multiple/ double drive will be required.   

 

5.2.3 To ensure the setting between switch and the stock rail preferably contact type point 

detector may also be required. This needs to be further studied.  

 

5.3 Train Detection: 

 

5.3.1 Presently on Indian Railways for speed upto 160km/h, DC track circuit, joint less 

Audio Frequency track circuits and digital axle counter are being used for train 

detection purpose.  DC track circuit uses glued joint for physical separation with 

adjoining track circuit.  

  

5.3.2 For speeds above 160 Km/h glued joints are not permitted. As such DC track circuit 

cannot be used.  However, the present Digital axle counter and joint less AFTC used 

on Indian Railways are suitable for detection of trains running at 200 km/h. 
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5.3.3 Any sort of failures will require manual operation which is not at all desirable at 

speeds above 160 Km/h. Hence for running at speeds above 160km/h dual detection 

of track sections i.e. AFTC and DAC is highly recommended.  

 

5.3.4 The working of AFTC with Existing return current arrangement in Electrified 

section/Proposed OHE system and the Track Ballast conditions need to be studied.  It 

is recommended that a Two Rail Track circuit with balanced current should be used in 

place of existing single rail track circuit in electrified area.   

 

5.4 Level Crossing Gates: 

There shall be no level crossing Gates in the section due to safety. 

 

5.5 Block working and Train operation: CTC 

5.5.1 Presently on Indian Railway both automatic block signaling and absolute block 

signaling are working. The setting of routes at station is done by respective Station 

Master of that station using the provided interlocking system.  

 

5.5.2 At Semi-HS (above 160 km/h) it is essential to have a block working and station 

working independent of manual interface. The possibility of human error in manual 

operation should be minimized.  Hence Centralized Traffic Control with Automatic 

Block signaling is essential for Semi-HS trains. 

 

5.5.3 For speed upto 200km/h the emergency braking distance of Semi-HS trains may 

exceed 2 kms.  Presently on automatic section on Indian Railways the inter signal 

distance is 1 km which may require to be enhanced after detailed study. 

 

5.6 Lineside Signalling 

5.6.1 On Indian Railways 4 aspects automatic signaling is currently prevalent. For speed 

from 160 to 200 km/h this alone will not be sufficient unless supported by a proper 

automatic train protection (ATP) system which is deliberated subsequently. 

 

5.6.2 The Multi Aspect signaling also needs to cater for higher loop line speeds along with 

speeds upto 200 Km/h on main line. The Number of Aspects, 4 or more, along with 

requirement of Signal overlap needs further study.  

 

5.7 Interlocking system 

5.7.1 On Indian Railways, presently mechanical signal, relay interlocking and electronic 

interlocking are provided. As per latest Railway Board policy in all the future works 

of Electronic Interlocking is to be provided.  

  

5.7.2 For speed upto 160 km/h as already discussed in RDSO reports CT 20, interlocking 

shall either be relay based or Electronic interlocking. 

 

5.7.3 For speed beyond 160 km/h and upto 200 km/h electronic interlocking is essential 

because of the following reasons:- 

 

(i) At Semi-HS (160 to 200 km/h) the response time of interlocking becomes 

important. As such relay based Interlocking is not suitable.   

(ii) The use of Centralized Traffic Control has already been discussed in para 3.4 

above. This will require Electronic Interlocking at way side station to connect 

with centralized traffic control. 

(iii) Moreover, with the provision of swing nose crossing at way side stations in 

case of Semi-HS trains, a lot of changes will be required in existing relay 
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based interlocking.  As such provision of Electronic Interlocking will be easier 

rather than modifying the existing relay based system. 

 

5.8 Automatic Train Protection ATP and Cab Signalling. 

5.8.1 For semi-high speed trains, at a speed of 200km/h, it is not possible for driver to 

follow line side signals and caution boards for speed restrictions. The driver has to 

follow only Driver Machine Interface (DMI), checking the target distance and the 

target speed. 

5.8.2 Presently for Automatic Train Protection, the TPWS is in use on Indian Railways 

which was recommended as necessary in CT-20 report for 160 km/h trains. This 

TPWS is based on ETCS Level-I with intermittent update of movement authority 

through Balise.   

5.8.3 However for running Semi-HS trains (up to 200 Km/h), continuous updation of 

movement Authority (as in ETCS level 2) is required to safe guard the basic purpose 

of increasing the speed.  

5.8.4 Moreover the information of the Temporary speed restrictions imposed in the section 

needs to be updated in the ATP system for safety as line side caution boards are not 

sufficient at higher speeds. 

5.8.5 Hence, Semi-high speed trains running upto 200km/h must have an appropriate ATP 

system in the entire section for safety. It is recommended that ATP with continuous 

update of Movement authority like ETCS level-II shall be used for 200km/h. 

5.8.6 Line side Aspect signaling shall be used as fallback arrangement for speeds up to 

130km/h/160km/h for Semi-HS Trains. This system shall also be required for trains 

having speeds below 160 Km/h. 

5.8.7 For the DMI it is desirable that cab equipment shall be planned before hand for 

integration with Rolling Stock. Also the concept of train-set is recommended. 

 

5.9 Standard for Laying of Cables: 

For Semi-HS Trains, the method of Laying of Cables has to be standardized. It is 

proposed that for main cables, along with the formation work, the Cable Troughs on 

both sides of track should be made (including Bridges and Plat forms). For Tail 

cables, the Under Track crossings shall be planned along with the formation works 

near Starter and Home signals on both sides of yard.    

 

5.10 Standard V in Standard of Interlocking 

For speed upto 200km/h, there is no standard for interlocking defined in SEM. The 

Standard V interlocking needs to be newly defined for semi-high speed trains running 

at the speed up to 200km/h. Table below shows the proposed standard V up to 

200km/h in Standard of Interlocking.  

 

Proposed Minimum Signaling Standard V Interlocking 

SN Item Standard V 

 Allowable speed (Km/h)  Upto 200 

1.   Isolation  Yes 

2.  2A / MA Signalling Multiple Aspect. (ATP is essential)* 

3.  Double distant     NA (Only Automatic Signalling) 

4.  Point Operation   Electrical with multiple/double 

drive** 

5.  Point Locking   Clamp locking 

6.  Point Detection   Elect*** 

7.  Lock Detection   Yes 

8.  Interlocking   Electronic 

9.  Train detection  All running lines**** 

10.  Block Working (min)   Automatic Signaling 
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11.  Preventing signal passing at 

danger   

Yes (ATP with continuous update of 

movement Authority) 

12.  Operational Control Centralised Traffic Control 

 

Notes:  

 *      Number of Aspects needs further study. 

**     Suitable Point Machine for Swing Nose is also required in case Swing Nose 

Crossings  are  provided. 

***  Preferably contact type point detector shall be used for ensuring physical contact 

between switch rail and stock rail. 

**** Dual train detection - AFTC along with DAC is recommended. 

#      No Level Crossing Gate in entire section. 

   

5.11 Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI) by semi-high speed trains: 

The on-board as well as track side signaling systems shall be immune to the 

interference currents generated by locomotive/EMU etc. Semi-high speed trains 

should not exceed the overall limit of interference currents defined on IR and the 

latest EN or equivalent standards for the same. Currently there is no information and 

data regarding EMI of semi-high speed trains because the trains haven’t been 

manufactured yet. The study on overall limit of interference currents need to be done. 

  

5.12 Maintenance requirements: 

 

5.12.1 Online Monitoring of Signaling Equipments: 

On-line monitoring for vital parameters of signaling equipments and field devices is 

to be introduced for the immediate detection of failures and for the immediate 

recovery from the failures. 

 

5.12.2 The maintenance practices shall be used as per practices employed on High Speed 

Corridors worldwide. This needs to be studied in Depth along with Qualification of 

Maintainers. A detailed Maintenance Manual regarding each signaling equipment and 

the signaling system as a whole would be separately issued by RDSO.  

Telecommunication 

Introduction of GSM-R  

and Train Mobile 

Communication 

System 

 Train Mobile Communication System is based on 

GSM-R based system.  Cab Radio should be 

provided in Locomotive Cab as a standard fitment 

for Train to Ground communication.  

 GSM-R system was provided to bearer signal for 

future ETCS Level-2 also. 

 GSM-R system may be used for bearer signal for 

information from CTC to on board display & PA 

System. 

 GSM-R system shall be provided as per latest 

EIRENE Specification. 

Passenger Information 

Display & Automatic 

Announcement 

Installation of caution zone on platforms of passing 

stations and provision of automatic caution public 

address and information display caution through CTC 

system are recommended for safety of passengers on 

platforms and punctual SHS train operation. (Such 

locations has to found through surveys) 

Meteorological 

Monitoring System 

The Meteorological Monitoring System shall be provided 

by Track and Civil Department. Communication Channel 

for providing necessary meteorological information 
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Estimated costs of Signalling & Telecommunication are available in Annexure-10. 

 

6.0 Upgradation of TSS and OHE in Delhi-Mumbai Route for above 160 to 200 

km/h: 

 

6.1 Feasibility study for upgradation of speed of passenger trains upto above 160 to 200  

km/h (Semi-HS Trains - SHST) on existing Delhi – Mumbai route was conducted by 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry(METI), Government of Japan from July 

2011 to Feb 2012. 

 

6.2 In the Report, they have studied the existing TSS and OHE system for supply power 

to Semi-HS trains for speed of above 160 to 200 km/h. 

 

6.3 Proposed SHST train will draw power of approximately 16 MVA i.e. current will be 

of the order of 700-800 A, however existing OHE limitation is upto 600A.  Many of 

TSS are of 12.5 MVA capacity which will not be able to support SHSH trains.  To 

upgrade TSS and OHE system they have recommended upgradation of OHE, TSS and 

transmission lines.  Details are given in Annexure-11 & 12. 

 

6.4 Proposed upgradation is costing approximately 790 Crores and it will involve main 

line power blocks. 

 

6.5 METI has recommended track wise feeding system in approximately 24 feeding zone 

of TSS and Directional feeding arrangements in approximately 18 feeding zone of 

TSS. 

 

6.6 Track wise feeding system will not be suitable from operation of traffic as it will 

prohibit crossing in UP and Down lines and common loops will be used for one 

direction only. 

 

6.7 Moreover, when SHST train will run, no other train can be taken in the same feed 

zone of TSS. One feed zone of TSS is approximately 50-60km.  It would not be 

possible for Indian Railway to limit traffic for running of SHST trains; it will hamper 

the punctuality of other trains. 

 

6.8 After upgrading OHE and TSS and imposing limitation on traffic, we will be able to 

run only up 190 km/h. 

 

6.9 In the meantime two more studies were made in consultation with JICA and D2 

Engineering and a technical solution is worked out for running train for above 160 to 

200 km/h. 

 

6.10  Based on these two reports, the proposed solution for SHST trains is given in 

Annexure-13. This will upgrade OHE for 200 km/h and there will be no limitation for 

running of trains in future. The upgradation of existing OHE & power supply 

arrangement would be a complex job and it is proposed to provide new system on 

2x25kV. 

 

to the driver shall be provided through GSM-R system. 

Doubling of OFCs 

 

Doubling of OFCs shall be required to enhance the  

redundancy of the OFC system, used for all the above 

mentioned items to be installed. 
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6.11 Though this solution will also entail lot of work of upgradation of OHE and power 

supply system, but the inherent limitations posed by the system proposed by METI 

report will be eliminated.  

 

6.12 In this connection, it is also suggested that though the system specifications have been 

drawn out as per Annexure-13 for running of trains upto above 160 to 200 km/h, the 

system involves 2x25kV system for which much technical knowhow is not available 

with us. At present, only one section in Bina-Katni-Anuppur-Bishrampur/Chirimiri 

section has been electrified on 2x25kV system.  For commissioning of this project, a 

consultancy contract was awarded by RITES to Japan Electric Consulting Co. Ltd. 

(JEC) and the work was entrusted to CORE/Allahabad for execution. 

 

6.13 No elaborate training was imparted to officials of IR as was done in case of 25kV 

system and the design was specific to the requirement of the section under 

electrification. 

 

6.14 It is, therefore, proposed that for smooth execution of the work on 2x25kV system, the 

work may be undertaken with design and technology as part of the electrification 

contract, so that the detailed knowhow is available to Indian Railways.  

 

Estimated costs are available in Annexure-14 

 

7.0 Human Resource Management: 

 

7.1 Recommendation (Human Resources Development): 

(i) Establishment of Semi-HS Training Institute is recommended. 

(ii) Practical Training of Train Crews on actual lines at the early stage of 

construction is also recommended. 

(iii) Proposed Semi-HS Training Institute in India can accept trainees from other 

Asian Countries in future.  

 

7.2 Training Institute for semi-high speed train in India: 

Capacity of the proposed training Institute in comparison to other training institutes:- 

Railway 

operator 

Capacity of 

the hostel 

No. of class 

room 

Practical 

training rooms 

of each 

department 

Total area of 

building 

DMRC 300 24 Existing About 23,500 m² 

Semi-High 

Speed (SHS) 

500 26 required About 27,500 m² 

 

7.3 Education/training facilities in Semi-HS (SHS) training institute of India.  

 

S.No. Item Content 

1. Simulator for Crew  

 

Simulator for Driver and Conductor, 

Emergency trouble shooting simulator 

2 Civil infrastructure and 

Track 

Disaster detection/Inspection devices of 

Civil infrastructure, rail, turn out, slab track, 

expansion joint and set-off device of 

maintenance car. 

3 Rolling stock  Bogie, Wheel, Brake System, Pantograph, 

Door and emergency ground switch. 
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4  Electric Power and catenary Substation control panel, disconnecting 

switch, electric breaker, catenary, 

electrification pole, etc. 

5 Signalling and 

telecommunication 

Interlocking control panel, electric point 

machine, optical carrier device, radio 

station, etc. 

6 Others  Education system of CAI, Personnel 

Computer, Audio-visual equipment, etc. 

 

Total cost training will be approximately Rs 100 Cr including cost of training school 

and driver simulator. 

 

7.4 Train driving Simulator: 

The drivers will go through training in Semi high-speed train driving simulator to 

practice how to control trains in extreme weather conditions and at speeds varying 

from 50 km per hour to 200 km per hour. 

 

7.5 Eligibility Criteria for driver and maintainer: 

With advancement of technology, system has become very hi-tech. Maintenance of 

these systems cannot be done with our existing staff. We need more expertise and 

skill in different field. To achieve this we need to address our eligibility criteria and 

develop a new battery of aptitude tests for SHST drivers.   

 
 
 

***** 
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Annexure – 1 

Technical specification of the WAP5 loco 
Technical Information 

Gauge Broad gauge 1,676 mm (5 ft 6 inch) 

Line voltage 25 kV 

Type of current Alternating Current (AC), 50 Hz 

Axle load 19.5 Tonnes ±2% 

Weight    78 Tonne±1% 

Bogie Arrangement Bo-Bo 

Length over head-stocks 16,880 mm  

Length over buffers 18,162 mm  

Bogie wheel base 2,800 mm  

Wheel Base 13,000 mm  

Body width 3,144 mm  

Pantograph locked down height 4,255 mm  

Bogie center distance 10,200 mm 

Starting Tractive Effort 258 kN (26.3 Tonne) 

Continuous Rated T.E. 220 kN (22.4 Tonne)  

Max. Re-generative B.E. 160 kN 

Coupling Central Buffer Couplers (CBC) 

Traction motors 

Type 6FXA 7059 3-phase asynchronous motors, 1,150 kW, 2180V, 370A- 

Continuous, 396A for 1 hr, 540A max, 1585 rpm continuous, 3174 rpm max, 

Weight 1990 kg. Forced-air ventilation, fully suspended. Torque 6930/10000 N-
m. 96% efficiency. 

Make ABB 

Class of  Insulation Class 200 

Number of Traction Motors 4 

Gear Ratio 67:35:17 (160 km/h) 

59:35:19 (200 km/h) 

Transformer 

Type ABB LOT-7500/LOT-7775: {7475 kVA/7775 kVA, 25kV, 299A-

primary/311A}- Traction winding- {4x1269V, 4x1450 kVA, 4x1142A}-

Auxiliary Winding, {1000V, 334kVA, 334A}- Hotel Load- {960 V, 2x622.5 

kVA, 2x648 A}- Filter {1154 V, 400 kVA, 347 A}- 

 Insulation Class Class A 

Weight 10000 +/-3% kg 

Hotel Load Converter 

Make Siemens / Medha / ABB 

Rating 2x500 kVA 

Voltage 750V +/- 5%, 3 phase 

Bogie 

Type  Un-Sprung Mass Bo-Bo Henschel Flexifloat bogies with quill drive. 

Per axle: 2.691 t 

Drive Arrangement Gear coupling and 3-stage gears 

Design 2-axle fabricated 

Primary suspension Coil 

Secondary suspension Coil 

Pantograph 

Type  AM-92 

Pantograph Weight 231 kg 

Batteries 110 V, 199 AH, Ni-Cd. 
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ANNEXURE-2 

 

Features of LHB coaches  

 

 
The main features are as follows: 

i) Y-frame FIAT bogie with flexi-coil spring at secondary suspension 
ii) Disc brake system with WSP,  

iii) Electro-pneumatic assist brakes 

iv) Anti-roll bar arrangement 
v) H-type tight lock CBC with Anti-climbing feature 

vi) Anti-corrosive SS body, longer coach 

vii) Provision of appropriate capacity shock-absorbers in X, Y & Z direction for smooth 

riding & comfort. 
viii) State of Art Interiors 

ix) Bio-Vac Toilet System  

x) Fire retardant furnishing material  
xi) Provision of emergency evacuation system -‘Emergency Windows’. 

xii) Broad parameters are tabulated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gross Weight (t) 42.27 42.27 43.34  48.8 46.72 

FIAT BOGIE Views of TEJAS Express (LHB Coach) 
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ANNEXURE-3 

 

Maintenance Requirements for LHB Coaches 
 

The   maintenance   system for the proposed trains operating at 200 km/h speed will have to 

be markedly different from the existing maintenance arrangements being used.  Maintenance 

along with the facilities and M&P used for the maintenance are required to be substantially 

upgraded to meet the safety requirement for high speed train operations.  The maintenance 

facilities required are listed out below: 

1) Fully covered all weather maintenance area for under gear examination and sub-

assemblies maintenance. 

2) Fully automatic car washing plant at the point of entrance into the covered maintenance 

area. 

3) Automatic in-track wheel profile measurement system for measurement of complete 

wheel profile and wheel diameter  

4) Automatic brake pad and brake disc inspection system with facility for providing alarm 

on low bake pad thickness level or unequal wear of brake pads. 

5) In-situ bogie change facility & wheel change facility like drop-pit table. 

 

The way side maintenance system currently followed is based on visual examination by staff 

normally called rolling - in and rolling - out examination.  This will have to be upgraded and 

Automatic system will have to be put in place.  The systems to be adopted are listed below: 

a) Way side spring inspection system 

b) Automatic inspection system for coach  couplers 

c) Car structural components monitoring system for detection of loose or missing parts. 

d) Auto way side wheel surface detection system for detection of cracks, broken wheels, 

shelled treads etc. 

 

The coaches used in these semi high speed trains will have to have provision for “On Board 

conditioning Monitoring system” so as to monitor the condition of various sub assemblies 

during their operation.   

The periodicity for maintenance of such semi high speed trains will have to be refixed based 

on the experience of various railways operating in this speed zone.  The recommendations of 

METI, Japan are taken as reference and the following are proposed to be adopted: 

i) Daily  Inspection :  

a) This should be carried out within every 48 hours.  In this, mainly the 

inspection of running gear shall be done and any worn  out    parts detected  

shall be attended to. 

b) Normally the maintenance time for this inspection shall be of 4 to 6 hours. 

 

ii) Monthly schedule :  

a) This inspection shall be carried out every 30 days or less than 30,000 kms of 

operation. Such inspections shall involve condition of running gear, oiling and 

lubrication and filter replacement, if any.  The upper gear shall be thoroughly 

examined and any deficiencies in the passenger amenities shall be made good.  

The working of brake system, automatic door system etc. shall be checked in 

detail. 

 

iii) Intermediate overhaul: 

a. It will be done at 12 months interval or 3.6 lac kms, whichever is earlier 

b. The intermediate overhaul of the coaches shall mainly involve full scale 

overhauling of the bogie and making good of any deficiency in the upper gear 

of the coaches. 
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c. The bogies shall be dismantled and wheel braking system and suspension 

elements shall be inspected in detail. 

d. Spare bogies shall be used as readily available exchange to reduce the time in 

the shop.  The inspection shall require 3 to 4 days time. 
 

iv) Periodic Overhaul  (POH): 

a. The overhaul of the coaches shall be undertaken in the workshops after every 

24 months or less than 7.2 Lakh Kms of run.  The complete coach shall be 

inspected by disassembling the main components. Car body repairing and 

painting shall also be carried out during this schedule.  This schedule will take 

approximately 20-24 days. 
 

v) Wheel Profiling (Wheel Turning): 

a. In order to ensure ride comfort wheel re-profiling shall be required at every 

100,000 Kms of operation.  This can be ensured only with the availability of 

Pit Wheel Lathe in all the depots holding these trains.  
 

Coach Diagnostic/Monitoring System: 

 

Way side Monitoring System: 

The Way side Monitoring System uses wayside detectors to monitor performance  of  bogies  

including  bearings  and  relay  warning  signals  to  the nodal  stations/control  about  

abnormal  conditions. This may enable to early action on the next approaching station/depot 

before commencement of actual breakdown/failure of rolling stock sub-system. 

 

The system is expected to: 

i) Detect and identify axle bearings with internal defects in the early stages of bearing 

failure  

ii) Wheel, Axle fracture using way side UT device 

iii) Wheel skidding / Flat tyre (Brake binding) 

iv) Report Vertical forces and Lateral forces on the track for each wheel  

v) Calculate Derailment Coefficients (Lateral to Vertical force ratio) for each wheel 

vi) Report Angle of Attack  (AOA) of each Wheel Set  

vii) Record the wheel speed for each axle 

viii) Differentiate between axle bearing sound and sound from other components like 

underslung alternators, compressors etc.  

ix) Identify bogies in need of maintenance  

x) Produce train summaries  

xi) Have facility for LAN/WAN networking  

xii) Conduct a self diagnostic test regularly and report with suitable  

xiii) warning/error message to be transmitted to main data collection system 

xiv) Side buffer crack (Crack monitoring) Way side camera can be used for detecting 

cracks. 

 

On Board Monitoring System: 

On board monitoring system is required to monitor the following & communicate the same to 

control unit: 

i) Hot axle detection (Roller Bearing failure) by Temp. Sensor, Vibration sensor. 

ii) Detection of wheel defects like wheel flat 

iii) Water level indication 

iv) Fire detection system 

v) Thermal imaging based condition monitoring system for electrical panels in coaches 

vi) Air Spring failure  

vii) PEASD detection 

viii) Brake failure (a. BP Pressure b. FP Pressure c. BC Pressure) Electronic sensor based 

pressure gauges have to be installed. 
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ix) Air conditioning failure by measuring a. Temperature b. Air velocity 

x) Automatic body side door (Position of the door) Door position can be monitored 

through limit switch / proximity sensors. 
 

 

 

Depot Side Monitoring: 

i) Important bogie clearances, (Body bogie Crown clearance) By using proximity sensors 

Clearance to be measured. 

ii) Bogie frame crack 

iii) Brake Control Electronic monitoring 

iv) Brake gear arrangement 

v) Wheel defect to assess whether turning is required  

 
 

Expected expenditure for Development of Depot (as per METI’s recommendations)  

 

S. No. Item 
Expenditure (Rs. Cr.) 

Local Foreign Total 

1. Inspection facilities 123.3 614.3 737.6 

2. Track 27.6 00 27.6 

3. Building 98.9 00 98.9 

4. Signaling System 41.2 00 41.2 

5. Electrical System 36.8 00 36.8 

Grand Total 942 
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ANNEXURE-4 
 

Main Features of METI Proposed Train-set 
 

 

  

Executive Chair Car AC Chair Car 

 

Seating Arrangement of EMU Train-Set (METI) 
 

 

 
AC Chair Car Seat Arrangement 

 

(1) Service braking distance at 200 km/h is 2500 m. 

(2) Size Broad gauge (BG) complying to IRSOD. 

(3) Floor height equal to high level platform height of Indian railways for faster evacuation of 

passengers and subsequent reduction in stoppage time at stations. 

(4) Codal life minimum 35 years. 

(5) Automatic door operation system (door control command should be from driving cab). 

(6) With 1 to 2 hrs back up and also for air-conditioning – additional cost for battery is 2.86 Crores 

per coach and a weight penalty of 1.5t. But with reduction in battery capacity to 20kwh suitable 

only for ventilation and lighting for 1 to 2 hours back up – additional cost comes down to 0.57 

Crores per coach and weight penalty is also reduced from 1.5t per coach to 0.7t. So there will be 

net saving of Rs. 2.3 crores and weight reduction of 0.8t per coach. 
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Main Specification of METI proposed Train-Set 

 
Item Characteristic Remark 

Train set EMU 12 Cars 6 Driving Cars + 6 Non Driving Cars 

Maximum Operation Speed 200 km/h  

Passenger Capacity 
Seating Car train - 821 
Sleeper Car train - 651 

 

Weight 

(average axle load) 

Seating Car around 13.6t* 

Sleeper Car around 15.6t* 

Components of weight of ‘ventilation 

only battery’ & passenger weight 

@80kg/seat have been added to 12t & 
14t, as these are only average Tare 

weights. Being average tare axle loads, 

actual maximum axle load will be 
higher than these figures. 

Car 
Body 

Structure Aluminum alloy  

Length over all 
Leading car 24450mm 

Intermediate car 23500mm 
 

Width 3250mm  

Height 4015mm From rail level 

Distance between 

bogies 
16100mm  

Compressive Force 1500KN According to EN 12663, Category – P2 

Bogie 

Car body 

suspension 
Bolster-less Air Spring With anti-rolling device 

Gauge 1676mm  

Wheel base 2500  

Traction 

System 

Control System 3 Phase VVVF IGBT based 

Traction Power 7200kW or more  

Starting 

acceleration 
2.6km/h/s (0.722m/s

2
)  

Starting Tractive 
Effort 

550KN  

Braking System Pneumatic and regeneration  

Average acceleration 2.48km/h/s (0.69m/s
2
) 

(up to 80km, 

on plane and straight line) 

Average deceleration 2.61km/h/s (0.72m/s
2
) (From 200km/h, Electrical braking 

on plane and straight line) 

Ride Index 2.55 At 200 km/h, By simulation using worn 
profile in India 

Energy Consumption 27.9 Wh/km/person In case of seating car 

(Source METI Study Report) 
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ANNEXURE-5 

 

Loco Hauled Lightweight, axle-less, articulated Tilting Train Set 
 

 
 

 

 

 
Exterior View of coach End View of coach 

 

 

The main Features of Tilting Train are: 
 

 Tilting Train will be capable to run at higher speed on curves without any discomfort to 

passengers without any curve  re-alignment in existing IR Track  

 Being  lighter coaches (Aluminium body, bogie less, axle less):- 

 Trailing load will be reduced resulting in higher acceleration with the same haulage 

power.  

 For the same seating capacity as that of METI proposed EMU train set i.e. 821, weight 

per passenger is 18-25% less than METI stock. 

 Availability of Track will increase as the maintenance of track is expected to be reduced 

due to no conicity and less weight per passenger 

 Main parameters of Lightweight Aluminum body tilting train (Tilting) coaches are tabulated as 

below: 

 Seating Coaches(With mini-pantry): 

Description 

Tilting 3.2m Tilting 2.96m 

Executive 

Chair Car 

Chair 

Car 

Power 

Car 

Executive 

Chair Car 

Chair Car Power Car 

Length (m) 13 13 16 13 13 16 

Weight (t) 15 15.4 32 15 15 22 

Seats/Car 36 43 0 32 36 0 

 

 Sleeper Coaches(With mini-pantry): 

Description Tilting 3.2m Tilting 2.95m 
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Ist AC AC 2-T AC 3-T Power 

Car 

Ist AC AC 2-T AC 3-T Power 

Car 

Length (m) 13 13 13 16 - - - - 

Weight (t) 14.1 15.0 15.5 32.3 - - - - 

Berths/Car 20 28 37 0 - - - - 

 

 A comparison of various available Options w.r.t. weight saving by Light weight Aluminum 

body tilting train (Tilting) is tabulated as below: 

Description LHB 
Japanese 

(METI Report) 

Tilting 

2.95m 3.2m 

Type of coaches Chair Car Chair Car Chair Car Chair Car 

No. of Coaches in Rake* (1+10) =11 (1+11) 

=12 

(1+19) 

=20 

(1+22) 

=23 

No. of Generator cars 1 nil 1 1 

No. of locomotives 2 nil 2 2 

Passenger Capacity 836 821 849 824 

Total Weight per rake (t) 764 642** 496 523 

% wt. Saving with Tilting 3.2m 

vis-à-vis METI & LHB 

36.123 25.35   

% wt. Saving with Tilting 2.95m 
vis-à-vis METI & LHB 

30.55 18.83   

 

 *    Coaches in rake: The first number denotes Executive Chair Car & the second number 

denotes AC Chair Car. 

**   As only Tare Weights are available for METI suggested coaches, passenger weight has 

been added @ 80 kgs/seat to the given tare weights  

 
 

 From the above it may be seen that Tilting Train will be an energy efficient train option 

Cost Analysis: 

Option Rake combination Approx. Cost  Remarks 

L
o

co
 H

a
u

le
d

 

WAP5 with hotel load windings (HLW) at 

front and rear with 11+1+2 LHB AC 
chair+power car+locos  

80-85 cr. In-house solution 

WAP5 with HLW at front and rear with 

24  tilting articulated coaches 2.95m 

 Readily available, 

definitive costs not 
known  

WAP5 with HLW at front and rear with 

21 Tilting 3.2m tilting Technology 

coaches 

 Definitive costs not 

known 

EMU 

Train-

Set 

EMU train-sets  

(METY type) 

320-340 Costs from NDLS-

BCT Feasibility 

study report - @ INR 

306 Cr. in 2012 
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ANNEXURE-6 

Break-up of Costs involved in Testing of trains at 220 km/h 

S. 

No. 

Description Qty. Unit cost Total Cost 

in INRs 

Remarks 

1 Designing test 

campaign and 

conducting physical 

trial on Indian Rly 

Track following 

Normal Method with 

Instrumented 

Measuring Wheel sets 

- 200000 Euro 1.54 Cr. As per budgetary 

quote from M/s 

PROSE AG 

2 Instrumented 

Measuring Wheel sets 

of locomotive 

02 sets - 7.29 Cr. 

Including 

taxes and 

contingency 

Total Cost 8.83 Crores  

 

Note: Costs for study/investigative trials on Bridges and other track features for the sake of 

checking the suitability of various track components is not included in this 
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ANNEXURE –7 

 

Protection from trespassing of track  

 

1. Classification of walls 

Three types of walls are provided by MOR and the Study Team made a schematic plan based on it.  

The three types of walls/ fences are provided depending on the site condition, such as densely 

populated area, urban area and country side. The classification and each detail are shown in Table. 

2. Unit cost and quantity 

i) Unit cost 

         Based on the meeting with MOR, the unit cost of protection walls for each type was    

estimated as follows. 

                 Unit cost of protection wall 
 

 

Type 
 

Region 
 

Material 
Height 

( m) 

Unit Cost / one side 

(Rs Crores/km) 

Type A City RC Wall 2 1.25 

Type B Urban Concrete Panel 2 0.75 

Type C Countryside Fence 1.5 0.50 

 

ii) Length of protection walls 

The length of protection walls/side for each type is shown in Table. It needs to be doubled for 

calculation of total cost. 

                         Summary of wall length/side 

Area Type A Type B Type C 

Delhi 28.03 10.16 22 

Agra 0 7.76 226.52 

Kota 0 24.02 525.04 

Ratlam 0 15.4 210.95 

Vadodara 13.19 28.65 239.48 

Mumbai 40.2 150.32 77.62 

Ahmedabad 8.5 0 0 

Total (km) 89.9 236.3 1153.8 

 

Though METI team had done detailed study of the problem of trespassing in BCT-KTT-

NDLS route and recommended fencing all along the track. The suggested fencing was of 

three types – concrete panel, concrete wall and barbed wire. But considering the below 

mentioned facts re-think on the design of fencing is warranted: 
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Issues related with Fencing Design and Disaster Management  
 

1. In this report we are asking for complete removal of Level crossings for the safety of 

200 kmph trains. 

2. With through fencing and no level crossing gates in the eventuality of an accident on 

such routes  

a. The ‘first responders’ – residents of nearby villages/localities will not be able 

to reach the affected train and provide whatever assistance possible in the 

‘Golden Hour’, very critical for recovery of a person with traumatic injury.  

b. With Level Crossings also not being there, even Police and local 

administration people will take some precious extra time in reaching the 

affected train and passengers. 

c. The only means of conveyance for reaching the affected train will be – either 

another train/ART/ARME, or by helicopter. Assistance and rescue crew 

reaching by any of these means will take more time, generally than that taken 

by the villagers nearby or the local administration. 

 

While the total cost of the three types of fencing suggested by METI is …. Crores 

with the attendant problem in delay in arrival of first responders in case of an 

accident, a design of low-cost fencing, suitable for trespassing by animals large 

enough to cause derailment but allow passing through of humans with minor 

difficulty was developed during preparations for running of Gatimaan Exp. It was sent 

to the two Zonal Railways involved in that project for exploring the possibility of 

using this design (See Annexure-8) vide RDSO letter No. UTHS/95 dated 

15.05.2014. 

 

It may be noted that in the sections planned to be upgraded to 200 km/h speed, a large 

no. of PSC sleepers will be released. These released sleepers can be used to construct 

the abovementioned Low-Cost Fencing with negligible costs. This fencing can only 

be provided in areas away from city limits where there are chances of too much 

trespassing.  

 

As the issue of theft of sensitive items related with Signalling will also be involved 

on the other hand, a detailed deliberation and study is required before final selection 

of fencing design considering safety of train operation, quick assistance to railway 

passengers involved in a train accident and chances of running over of trespassers. 
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ANNEXURE-8 

 

Design of Released PSC Sleeper Fencing  

 

(Attached as PDF)
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ANNEXURE-9 

Cost estimation for upgration of Civil Engg Strutucturs in connection with high speed route upgradation From New Delhi to Mumbai 

S.N. Description Item Quantity Unit Rate Cost Remarks/Reference 

1 Formation Rehabiliation of existing 

formation in bad formation 

location by rehabiliation train 

4 each 
Rs. 

4,30,00,00,000 
17,20,00,00,000 

Rehabiliation train will be purchased by Indian Railway.  Cost of the train is 430 cr. 

Calculated Rate as per METI report.  

Running cost of machine will be nominal and not counted.  

This machine can be used on Indian Railway track for further upgradation. 

Geo-textile and blanketing 

material cost  530 km Rs. 20,00,000 1,06,00,00,000 

  

2 Track Wider and heavier sleeper   

4648000 each Rs. 2,360 10,97,11,39,200 

NR Rate of ordinary PSC Sleeper @ Rs 1967 escalated by 20%. 

    PSC Sleeper fittings           

    ERC 

18592000 each Rs. 57 1,05,10,42,944 

NR Rate of ordinary PSC Sleeper @ Rs 47.11 escalated by 20%. 

    Metal Liners 

18592000 each Rs. 32 58,56,48,000 

NR Rate of ordinary PSC Sleeper @ Rs 26.25escalated by 20%. 

    GRSP 

9296000 each Rs. 60 55,38,55,680 

NR Rate of ordinary PSC Sleeper @ Rs 49.65 escalated by 20%. 

    Additional ballast 42000 Cum Rs. 1,500 6,30,00,000 NR LKO Rate 

    AT weld 

33600 each Rs. 6,931 23,28,88,320 

NR Rate of ordinary PSC Sleeper @ Rs 5776 escalated by 20%. 

    Slewling of track for providing 

transition length 184800 meter Rs. 600 11,08,80,000 

Assuming  slewing of track will be done with the help of machine. Rate is LS. 

    Turnout renewal by SNC  

turnout 684 each Rs. 75,00,000 5,13,00,00,000 
As per METI Report 

    BLT in major station yard 

36000 meter Rs. 32,727 1,17,81,72,000 

NR LKO division Rate 20 Stations x 2x1200m 

    Composite sleeper on bridge 12000 each Rs. 19,000 22,80,00,000 Accurate quantity is not known. 
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3 Bridge Strengthening of girder bridges     Lump sum 4,00,00,00,000 Cost evaluation will be done once CDA for speed above 160 kmph estibilished in 

Indian conditions with specially designed seats  of high speed.   
Strengthening of concrete 

bridges     Lump sum 50,00,00,000 

4 LC Removable of LC by 

ROB/RUB/LHS 228       

Sanctioned   

Removable of LC by 

ROB/RUB/LHS 314 each Rs. 67,00,000 2,10,38,00,000 

Out of 10 LC = 2 ROB @24 Cr., 3 RUB @ 3 Cr. & 5 LHS @ 2 Cr. (Average cost 6.7 

Crs. each ) 

5 Fancing  Type A  
89.9 km 

Rs. 

1,25,00,000 
1,12,37,50,000 

 As per METI Report 

Type B 236.3 km Rs. 75,00,000 1,77,22,50,000 

Type C 1153.8 km Rs. 50,00,000 5,76,90,00,000 

6 Additional 

LHS due to 

fencing of 

track  

LHS will be required to 

provide passage to the 

community residing near track. 
1200 each 

Rs. 

1,20,00,000 
14,40,00,00,000 

 LHS will be required for  animal and farmers to provide passage across railway track 

(Additional scope due to fencing all along). Assume 01 no LHS per Km, except urban 

area. ( Total no of LHS is 1200) 

TOTAL 68,03,34,26,144   

Average Cost per km Rs. 4,85,95,304 This rate includes base cost of machine. 
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ANNEXURE-10 

 

Quantum of Work and Estimated Cost Related with Signalling and 

Telecommunication works for Delhi-Mumbai Route 
 

No.  Item Rate Quantity Amount  

(in Rs. 

Crores) 

Authority 

/source 

1.  Automatic Train Protection 

System  with Feature of 

Continuous Updation of 

MA and GSM-R 

1.5 Cr./km 1400 km 2100 Approxim

ate cost 

2.  Electronic Interlocking, 

Point machine and 

corresponding 

modification at Station. 

5 Cr./station 
(Average rate) 

189-31 = 158 

stations. 
(31 Stations are EI as 

on date on Delhi-
Mumbai route) 

790 As per 

METI 

report for 

Delhi-

Mumbai 

route 

(2013) 

3.  CTC 10.33 Lac/km 1400km 145 

4.  On-line monitoring system 7.87 Lac/km 1400km 110 

5.  Passenger Information 

Display & Automatic 

Announcement 

75 Lac/station 189 stations 142 

6.  Doubling of OFC 3.61 Lac/km 1400 km 51 

7.  Provision of Automatic 

Signalling on the 

remaining stretch 

1 Cr/RKm 
(Average rate for 
Double line) 

1000 km 1000 Average 

cost for 

Automatic 

Signalling 

 Total (approx.)   4338 Cr.  
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ANNEXURE-11 
 

 

 

Cost estimates for TSS and Transmission   

(As suggested in METI Report) 
 

 

Item 

 

 

 

Reason of proposal 

 

Amount 

 

 

 

Nos./km 

 

Unit 

price 

 

Sub-item 

 

Installation 
In Rs 

Crores 

In Rs 

Crores 

 

Capacity 

 

Upgradin

g banks 

 

Small capacity can’t meet, so 

change to 30 MVA 

 

30 

 

7 Nos. 

 

4.3 

 

Voltage dip 

 

New TSS 

 

Pantograph voltage recovers 

above 22.5kV 

 

96 

 

14 Nos. 

 

6.9 

 

Transmissio

n lines 

 

For new 

TSS 

 

New transmission lines with 2 

circuits 

 

140 

 

14 Nos. 

 

10.0 

 

Voltage 

dip 

 

New 

voltage 

regulator 

 

Pantograph voltage recovers 

over 22.5kV 

 

15 

 

80 Nos. 

 

0.178 

 

Feeding 

 

Trackwis

e system 

TSS’s feeders to change the 

existing feeding system to 

trackwise system 

 

1 

 

0.35 km 

 

0.037 

Preserve Miscellaneous parts, fittings and the others 8 3 % - 

 
Sub-total for TSS and 

transmission 
290 - - 
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ANNEXURE-12 
 

Cost estimates for OHE  

(As suggested in METI Report) 

 

 

 

Item 

 

 

 

Reason of proposal 

 

Amount 

 

 

 

Nos./ 

km 

 

Unit price 

 

Sub-item 

 

Installation 
In Rs 

Crores 

In Rs 

Crores 

Voltage 

dip 

 

New feeder 
Pantograph voltage 

recovers over 22.5kV 

 

110 

 

2,962 km 

 

0.037 

Tension  increase  up   

to 

12.7 KN 

High speed pantograph 

and contact wire makes 

well 

 

33 

 

2,300 Nos. 

 

0.014 

Renewal of catenary wire 
Worn -out catenary wire in 

Vadodara division 
143 1000 km 0.143 

Contact wire exceeds 

temperature limit 

partially 

PHC wire with high 

temperature property 

2,911 

 

160 

Million 

Yen※ 

 

504 km 

 

0.32 

 

Stagger in curve section 
New mast inserts at 

mid-span masts 

 

38 

 

3,804 Nos. 

 

0.01 

Preserve 
Miscellaneous parts, fittings and 

the others 
15 3% - 

 Sub-total for OHE 500 - - 

 Total for TSS and OHE 790 - - 
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ANNEXURE-13 

 

Specifications for upgrading of OHE and Power Supply System to 160-200 kmph 

(semi-high speed) train operation on Delhi-Kota-Mumbai Route 

 
S.N. System Requirement 

a. Power Supply  

   (i). Traction Power 2X25 kV AT System 

  (ii). SCADA Data transfer rate 2 Mbps on TCP/IP 

IEC-60870-5-101 &  IEC-60870-5-104 

b. OHE System 

   (i). Type Fully regulated 

  (ii). Cantilever Assembly Swiveling Type 

(iii). Steady Arm Bent Steady Arm 

 (iv) Contact Wire 150 mm
2
Cu alloy 

  (v). Catenary Wire 65 mm
2
 Cu-alloy

 

Contact & Catenary Wire should be pre-stressed at 50% of its breaking load for a day when 

installed or renewed. 

 (vi). Stagger at 

support 

On tangent Track 150 mm 

At Curved Track 250 mm 

 (vii). Maximum Span Length  63 meters 

(viii). Overlap Span to give smooth passage for 

changeover from one span to another 

3 span overlaps to be changed to 4 span 

overlaps 

(viii). Tension in Catenary & Contact Wire 1200kgf 

(ix). Tensioning Device 3-Pulley ATD System 

(x). Difference between Adjacent Span Length 13.5 meters 

(xi). Guy Rod Diameter 28 mm 

The Employment schedule of structure and loading of foundation will also need to be re-

checked and structures will need replacement. 

(xii). Crossovers Overlap type 

(xiii). Loss of Contact Ratio <3% 

(xiv). Pre-sag  50 mm or 0.8mm/meter 

(xv) Contact Wire Gradient 2 mm/meter 

(xvi). Relative Gradient  1 mm/meter 

(xvii). Current carrying A dropper or C jumper to used in every span 

(xviii). Droppers for main line  Loop type or Grid Type 

Minimum Length =200 mm 

(xix) On Main 

Line 

Porcelain Section 

Insulator 

Should not to be provided. Light Weight 

PTFE type Section Insulator to be provided. 

Cross Type OHE Shall be converted to overlap type or else 

suitable speed restriction to be imposed. 

(xx). Neutral Section Assembly Short Neutral Section 

(xxi). Structure Number Plate Retro-reflective structure number  plate on 

each structure 

(xxii). For maintenance & upkeep a) 8Wheeler Tower Cars fitted with 

measuring & recording instruments as per 

RDSO’s Specification No.TI/SPC/OHE/ 
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MRI/0140(8/2014) 

b) Self-propelled OHE Recording cum Test 

Car (NETRA) as per RDSO’s 

Specification No.TI/SPC/OHE/ 

NETRA/0140 

(xxiii). Train Operation When wind velocity exceeds 30 m/s, the 

operation centre should advise to reduce the 

speed of train to 160 kmph and stop stop the 

trains at nearest station to avoid Contact Wire 

swaying away from the pantograph. 

(xxiv). Per-warning Boards Pre-warning boards to be used before Neutral 

section at a distance of 700 meters and 400 

meters. 

 

1. All TSS needs augmentation/conversion to feed 2X25 kV AT System. 

2. 66 kV Transmission lines should be eliminated. HV supply above 66 kV i.e.132 kV is 

suitable to meet the demand of SHST operation. 

3. Track wise feeding system, as recommended by METI, is not suitable because it has lot of 

limitations in train operation. Only Directional Feeding System is suitable for Indian 

Railways. 

4. The work of Electrification on 2X25 kV system of Delhi- Mumbai may be undertaken with 

the design & technology as part of the Electrification Contract, so that the required technical 

know-how is made available to Indian railways. 
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ANNEXURE-14 

 

Cost of OHE upgradation for 200 km/h train operation 
 

Item Anticipated 

Cost (2017) 

References/Authority RDSO’s 

recommendation 

Replacement of existing 

OHE from 1X25kV to 

2X25kV, in order to 

make it suitable for 200 

km/h 

8.01 Crores 

/RKM 

Feasibility Study report 

of  D2 Engineering 

Company Limited, 

South Korea after 

study on 

Pradhankhanta-Gaya 

Section (ECR) 

RDSO vide letter  

TI/OHE/HS/2014 dated 

24.08.2017 has 

recommended to 

construct entire OHE 

anew  

Cost Estimate for 

conversion of OHE to 

suit for SHST from 

Delhi to Mumbai 

(TSS+OHE) 

 

790 Croes Feasibility Study report 

for SHST in Delhi – 

Mumbai route by 

Ministry Of Economy, 

Trade and Industry  

( METI) Report  

The patchwork 

modifications 

suggested by METI in 

their FS report on 

BCT_KTT_NDLS for 

160-200(190) km/h are 

neither suitable for 

smooth train operations 

nor going to be suitable 

for more than one 

SHST in one feed 

zone(60kms)  
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ANNEXURE-15 

 

 

 

Overall Estimated Cost of upgradation of BCT-KTT-NDLS  

Route to 200 km/h (Excluding Rolling Stock and their upgradation) 

 

 
S.No. Item Value (INR Crores) 

1. 2x25 kV OHE 1120 

2. Track & Bridge 6803 

3. Signalling & Telecommunication 4338 

4. Depot  942 

5. HR Management (Training) 1400 

Total Cost 14603 

Approximate per kilometer cost 10.5 crores  
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